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:This invention relates> -to improvements inself 
fastening Abuttons».fo'ngarments »and the like, fre 
quentlyfreferre'd toas “bachelor”»buttons because 
adaptedtoibe securedto the garment Without the 

5g useiof êthreadfas‘fcommonly done-with-Asewn on 
buttons. . 

This invention has »for ageneral object to pro 
vide" a button having vafbody shell provided in its 
base-,with openings Vbordered* by opposed inwardly I 

10 pressedfconvergent-clutch or gripping »lips with 
which’ßare .engageable- by a novel form of pene 
tratingclutch prongs carried by »an-anchor piece, 
after said-prongsare pushed through the material 

` to which the-button is> desired to be attached, and 
1?»J thence into thebutton -body shell with the anchor 

piece engaged against the back or inner face of 
said material. f 
The .invention-.has for a more speciiic object to  

provide the openings of ‘the Abutton-shell base 
20 which‘arebordered‘by said‘grippi-ng lips inthe 

form of` arcuate -slots,‘whereby the same maybe 
easily located relative to the anchor-piece prongs, 
so as to »make it easy and quick to assemble the 
buttonfelements together in attachedrelation to ' 

254 theßmaterial. « 
`The-»invention hasy for a furtherspeciñc object 

tot-provideathe anchor piece prongs of angular 
cross-»sectional shape and with a plurality oi sere' 
rations both-‘along'the apex of its angular faces 
aswell as alongthe4 free margins thereof, whereby 
the prongs‘,~when~inserted through the gripping 
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lipvbordered openingsljof- the body shell base, are~ 
ñrmly grippedby the opposed lips, and whereby 
suchf‘igripping is‘-eii’ective-regardless` of the extent 

of=1nate`rial through‘which the prongs may Íiirst 
ble-massed!VA rI'his~riovel ’construction »f of `clutch 
prongs-»assuring-a strong and uniform non-slip 

40 ping- or ‘non_-rotating'connection betweenthe but? 
ton bo‘dyand anchor piece at a plurality of points, ‘ 
sol that the butto-n will'retain` its position upon ̀the 
material»without` the least risk of accidental loos 
eningeor Idisplacement. ' 

45 ~Other~ objects of this invention, not at this 
time-more'particularly enumerated, will be under-v 
stood from the following detailed 'description ‘of 
tlieïsame.`A ` ` ` '  f ' ~ 

‘ '‘Illustrative”“embodiments> of 'the invention are 
50»  shown 'inthey accompanying drawing,v in which: 

"Figs-1 is3a vertical sectional view ofthe button  
according to'gthis" invention as ' operatively at 
tacked to'material to'be vsecured thereto; Fig.'2 is 

` kl ‘viewj of "the attached button assembly; 

' off» penetration/‘of- the prongs‘ into the body shell> 
aslgoverned according to the particular thickness I 

inIFi'g.~»l,»but drawnlon‘an enlarged scale; Fig; 4 
is"‘a~bottom«’view of«‘ïthe~button body'per se, also‘ 
drawn-‘onan-enlarged scale; Figyô isa side eleva 
tion‘konra-considerablyfenlarged scale; of the an~ 
chor- piece andthe knovel clutch prong formation 
thereof, and~Fig.-6 isa ̀»vertical sectional view of 
the same. ` 

Fig-N7- isa-bottom view lof Va modiñed form of the 
buttonß'body-»per -seç- and Fig. 8 shows another 
form I-ofs serratedI pronged" anchor piece usable 
with said'modiiied‘formfof> button body; ' 

Similar-characters iofl `reference >are employed'A 
in “ theAv hereinabove describedU views, to indicate 
corresponding parts.` » y 

Referring to the-drawing, the body of the but 
tonis preferably> formed of "a sheet metal stamp- 
ing 'providing ̀ a Ihol-low’upwardly open body shell 
I0 rhaving an ‘outwardlyl‘ñared rmarginal> rim por 
tion‘ll and ~a ’central base portion I2 of reduced 
diameter; YApplied over >the >upper open4 sideV of ' 
said-"bodygshell I0 fisvany* suitable form of button 
top I3 havingits marginal portions beaded over 
the shellfrirn~^p0rtion`I I, as at I4." Provided in 
the'=bottom'~‘wall I5 ’of‘ the >base portion vI2 of the 
button body shell are a series of arcuate slot-like" 
openingsv I6 arranged‘in‘ an annular row concen 
tric to'fthe'vertical’axis 'of 'the button body shell; 
the-same" being separated _by intervening necks I1 
formingparts‘of` the Vbase` portion bottom wallY I5.' 
The marginal portions 'bordering the opposite ‘ 
sides offsaid` Y'slot-like openings 16 'are inwardly 
and-‘upwardly 'pressed into the interior of the 
body shell’to ’form opposedv upwardly inclined 
convergent ̀‘clutch or gripping lips I8v along the 
opposed ‘sides'of said slot-like openings I6.“ Thel 
convergent clutch‘or gripping-lips I8,"by reason 
of “their inwardly pressed and inclined relation 
tof theplane of the bottom wall I5,"A form, on the 
exterior‘under”side` AVoi "thelatter, inverted V+ 
shaped guide troughs, the advantage' 'of which will 
be‘fpresentlyireferred to. 
The anchor piece of >the`.button device comprises 

an ̀ anchor plate 19,"which m'ay be of any suitable 
form,'1butwhichis .preferably iin the formv of a 
perforate washer like body or annulus, having an 
upturn‘ed' inner marginal flange"20 and a. like up 
turned outer marginal flange 2 I', thereby not only 
stiffe'ning the bo-dy‘or Vannulus against distortion, 
but, ̀ when applied to the' back of the material to 
which Vthe button‘is tobe secured, permitting the 
flange’edg‘es to sink ̀ or bite into the material so 
as toi assure a ñrm grip thereon well calculated to 
resist‘displacement’or vtearing or pulling through 
theimaterial of theV anchor piece as a whole,`when 
the 'applied button’is subjected' to pulling strains 
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‘ lips I8. 

2 
or stresses in use. Integral with the outer mar 
gins of the anchor plate I9 are a plurality of up 
standing clutch prongs. ‘I‘hese clutch prongs 
taper to sharp piercing points 22 at their free 
ends, and the same are of angular or hollow ribbed 
shape in cross-section, preferably comprising 
laterally angular sides 23 and 24 converging on an 
outwardly presented longitudinal central apex or 
rib 24. Along the apex or rib 25 are outwardly 
pressed a series of longitudinally spaced down 
wardly and outwardly inclined teeth or stop pro 
jections 26. In like manner, along the free mar 
gins of the sides 23 and 24 are formed a series of 
longitudinally spaced similar downwardly and 
outwardly inclined teeth or stop projections 21. 
To mount the button on the material 28, to 

which it is desired to be secured, the anchor plate 
I9 is applied at the rear face of said material, 
and the clutch prongs thereof are thrust out 
wardly and thus pierced through the latter. The 
body of the button is now opposed to the out 
wardly projecting clutch prongs of the thus ap 
plied anchor plate I9, and the piercing points 22 
of the latter are easily and quickly registered with 
the slot-like openings I6 in the bottom wall I5 of 
the button base portion I2, the inverted V-shaped 
guide troughs serving to quickly and easily guide 
the clutch prongs into registration with said open 
ings I6 for entrance therethrough This guiding 
effect in addition to the length of the openings I6, 
greatly facilitates the operation of entering the 
clutch prongs into operative relation to the button 
body, and eliminates necessity for feeling out the 
location of the receiving openings through which 
it is required to pass the clutch prongs. Once the 
free ends of the clutch prongs are entered in the 
openings I6, the operator merely presses the but 
ton body firmly down upon the clutch prongs, 
whereby the latter are moved into the button body 
interior and between opposed clutch or gripping 

Owing to the tapering of the clutch 
prongs, the clutch or gripping lips I8 will be 
spread or sprung apart by the in-wedging action 
of the clutch prongs, and will therefore be put 
under a tensional stress whereby the same will 
strongly grip the latter, which gripping effect in 
creases proportionally to the degree of outward 
pulling stress which may be exerted upon the but 
ton in use. Owing to the substantially triangu 
lar cross-sectional shape of tapered clutch prongs, 
a three point engagement thereof by the opposed 
clutch or gripping lips I8 is attained; one clutch 
or gripping lip engaging the apex or rib 25, and 
the other or opposing clutch or gripping lip en 

" gaging, by spaced portions thereof, the respective 
free margins of the angular sides 23 and 24 of said 
clutch-prongs. This relation assures an ex 
tremely powerful “bite” of the clutch or gripping 
lips I8 upon the clutch prongs, whereby the but 
ton body is held engaged thereto against turn 
ing, shifting, wiggling or other undesired loose 
movement or play. In order to further assure a 
rigid and non-slipping attachment of the button 
body to the clutch prongs of the anchor plate, the 
chamfered teeth or stop-projections 26-21 re 
spectively provided along the apex or rib and free 
margins of the sides of the clutch prongs, will, 
upon any tendency of the prongs to pull out and 
away from the button body, abut the free margins 

_ lof the clutch or gripping lips, and will effectively 
arrest any such movement. It will be obvious, 
that the attachment means, thus operative, 
readily adjust themselves to any particular thick 
ness of material 28, since the clutch prongs will 
be strongly gripped regardless of the longitudinal 

« wardly inclined teeth or stop projections 32. 
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extent of their projection into the button body in 
terior, the clutch or gripping lips readily yielding 
to the entrance thereof to any degree. 
While the above-described constructions con 

stitute a preferred form of button body and ser 
rated pronged anchor piece cooperative there 
with, I have shown in Figs. 7 and 8 a somewhat 
modiñed and simpler arrangement of the button 
construction which satisñes the general objects 
and which is within the principles of the broader 
aspects of this invention. In this modified ar 
rangement a plurality of spaced openings I6’ are 
formed in the bottom wall I5 of button base por 
tion I2, the ends of said openings I6’ being bor 
dered by inwardly pressed convergently inclined 
and opposed clutch or gripping lips I8’. The 
anchor piece for use with this arrangement of the 
clutch or gripping lips is shown in Fig. 8, and may 
comprise a body disc or plate 29 from the margins 
of which spring a plurality of upstanding :ñat 
clutch prongs 30, the lateral edges of which taper 
toward the free ends of the prongs so as to termi 
nate in sharp piercing points 3|. Formed along 
the said lateral edges of these prongs are a series 
of longitudinally spaced downwardly and out 

In 
the use of this modiñed button structure, the 
clutch prongs 3U are pierced through the material 
to which the button is to be fastened, and there 
upon entered through the openings I6' with their 
opposite serrated lateral edges opposed to the 
convergent clutch or gripping lips I8, which yield 
to the inward projection of the clutch prongs, and 
which ñrmly grip the edges of the latter, the ser 
rations 32 resisting any outward retraction of the 
thus entered prongs. It will thus be obvious that 
a strongly anchored attachment of the button 
body to the material upon which the same is 
mounted will be assured. 
Having now described my invention, I claim: 
1. In a button device of the kind described, a 

hollow button body having in its bottom wall at 
least three openings spaced apart on a line con 
centric to the vertical axis of said body, said 
openings being bordered by inwardly pressed con 
vergently inclined and opposed clutch lips, an 
anchor plate, said anchor plate having tapered 
clutch prongs projecting therefrom and corre 
sponding in number to the number of said open 
ings, said prongs terminating at their free ends 
in sharp piercing points, and said prongs having 
stop-teeth laterally projecting therefrom for en 
gagement by the opposed clutch lips. 

2. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a ’ 
plurality of spaced arcuate openings concentric 
to the vertical axis of such body, said openings 
being bordered by inwardly pressed convergent 
ly inclined and opposed clutch lips, an anchor 
plate, said anchor plate having tapered clutch ' 
prongs projecting therefrom and terminating at 
their free ends in sharp piercing points, and a 
series of longitudinally spaced stop-teeth along 
opposite lateral portions of said prongs adapted 
to be engaged by the free ends of the opposed 
clutch lips to prevent retraction of said prongs 
from said button body. 

3. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a 
plurality of openings bordered by inwardly 
pressed convergently inclined and opposed clutch 
lips, an anchor plate, said anchor-plate having 
tapered clutch prongs projecting therefrom and 
terminating at their free ends in sharp piercing 
points, said clutch prongs being of hollow ribbed 
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shape in cross-section as formed by angular sides 
converging on an outwardly presented longitu 
dinal central rib, and a plurality of stop-teethv 
spaced along said central rib and along the free 
margins of said angular sides of the clutch prongs. 

4. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a 
plurality of openings bordered by inwardly 
pressed convergently inclined and opposed clutch 
lips, an anchor plate comprising an annular bodir 
having rearwardly projected inner and outer 
marginal iianges to sti?fen the same and to grip 
the face of material against which said anchor 
plate is applied, said anchor plate having tapered 
clutch prongs projecting from the outer marginal 
iianges'thereof and terminating in sharp pierc 
ing points, said clutch prongs being of hollow 
ribbed shape in cross section as formed by an 
gular sides converging on an outwardly present 
ed longitudinal central rib, and a plurality of 
stop-teeth spaced along said central rib and 
along the free margins of said angular sides of 
the clutch prongs. 

5. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall 
a plurality of arcuate slot-like openings arranged 
in an annular row concentric to the longitudinal 
vertical axis of said buttonbody, convergently 
inclined and opposed clutch lips inwardly struck 
from said bottom wall along the margins of said 
slot-like openings, an anchor plate, said anchor 
plate having tapered clutch prongs projecting 
therefrom and terminating at their free ends in 
sharp piercing points, said clutch prongs being 
of hollow ribbed shape in cross-section as formed 
by angular sides converging on an outwardly pre 
sented longitudinal central rib, and a plurality of 
stop-teeth spaced along said central rib and along 
the free margins of said angular sides of the 
clutch prongs. 

6. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a 
plurality of arcuate slot-like openings arranged 
in an annular row concentric to the longitudinal 
vertical axis of said button body, convergently 
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inclined and opposed clutch lips inwardly struck 
from said bottom wall along the margins of said 
slot-like openings, an anchor plate comprising 
an ~annular body having rearwardly projected 
inner and outer marginal flanges to stiffen the 
same and to grip the face of material against 
which said anchor plate is applied, and said an 
chor plate having tapered clutch prongs project 
ing from the outer marginal flanges thereof and 
terminating in sharp piercing points, said clutch 
prongs being of hollow ribbed shape in cross sec 
tion as formed by angular sides converging on 
an outwardly presented longitudinal central rib. 

7. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a 
plurality of arcuate slot-like openings arranged 
in an annular row concentric to longitudinal ver 
tical aXis of said button body, convergently in 
clined and opposed clutch lips inwardly struck 
from said bottom wall along the margins of said 
slot-like openings, an anchor plate comprising an 
annular body having rearwardly projected inner 
and outer marginal flanges to sti?fen the same 
and to grip the face of material against which 
said anchor plate is applied, said anchor plate 
having tapered clutch prongs projecting from 
the outer marginal flanges thereof and terminat 
ing in sharp piercing points, said clutch prongs 
being of hollow ribbed shape in cross section as 
formed by angular sides converging on an out 
wardly presented longitudinal central rib, and a 
plurality of stop-teeth spaced along said central 
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rib and along the free margins of said angular f 
sides of the clutch prongs. 

8. In a button device of the kind described, a 
hollow button body having in its bottom wall a 
plurality of openings bordered by inwardly 
pressed convergently inclined and opposed clutch 
lips, an anchor plate, said anchor plate having 
tapered clutch prongs of substantially triangu 
lar cross-sectional shape, and said clutch prongs 
having a plurality of stop-teeth spaced longitu 
dinally therealong. 
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